The Family Travel Pillow Set is an adorable set of cushions for the long traveling folks. It includes 3 patterns that can fit all your family members from the adult and kid, including the toddler. These were meant for all those families who are getting ready for a long trip during the holiday season in hopes that it will provide a more comfortable car ride. Making the pillow with organic fabric can help for whoever has sensitive skin with factory produced products. Make this comfortable Family Travel Pillow Set today!

FINISHED SIZE:
ADULT: 13” WIDTH X 12” HEIGHT X 4” DEPTH (APPROX.)
KID: 12½” WIDTH X 11½” HEIGHT X 3” DEPTH (APPROX.)
TODDLER: 11” WIDTH X 8½” HEIGHT X 2½” DEPTH (APPROX.)
FAMILY TRAVEL PILLOW SET

The Family Travel Pillow Set is an adorable set of cushions for the long travelling folks! It includes 3 patterns that can fit all your family members from the adult and kid, including the toddler. These were meant for all those families who are getting ready for a long trip during the holiday season/s in hopes that it will provide a more comfortable car ride. Making the pillow with organic fabric can help for whoever has sensitive skin with factory produced products. Make this comfortable Family Travel Pillow Set today!

MATERIAL LIST

FABRIC
44” wide quilting weight cotton or

(1/2) Yard for exterior fabric

OTHERS
Poly fiberfill
(1) All purpose thread
(1) 14” length ribbon

*CAUTION: Small children may choke on beads, buttons, and other small pieces if they come loose

TOOL LIST
Ruler, Scissors, Chalk pencil, Pencil, Sewing machine, Pins, Needle, Shape tool

* Seam allowance 3/8” included on pattern.
* All units are in inches.

© 2014 Copyrights of ithinksew.com
The finished products may only be sold when the following conditions are applied.

*Full credit must be given to ithinksew.com for the patterns (both online and offline). For example, when products are sold online, they must include a statement saying “This pattern was designed by ithinksew.com.”

When sold offline, a tag must be attached, stating, “The finished products may only be made by crafters. It may not be mass produced.” The conditions above may change.

Cut out the Fabric
Draw the patterns directly onto the wrong side of the single layer of fabric. Cut out the exterior front and back pieces after patchworking the exterior piece.

FRONT
(7) 16” width x 2” height strips for Front Piece(Toddler Pillow) OR
(7) 17 1/2” width x 2 1/2” height strips for Front Piece(Kid's Pillow) OR
(1) Front piece(Adult Piece)

BACK
(1) Back Piece

OTHER
(1) 14” length ribbon Piece